
SUPPLEMENTAL WINE LIST 
 

The wines listed below, though not available for tasting, are recommended for purchase. All the wines are 
outstanding and most are premium priced. All are highly rated by well-known wine critics. The list is incomplete 
as they represent a tiny portion of the ever expanding Kosher wine industry. Kosher wines are consistently 
winning awards at international wine competitions and are being produced in every major wine region of the 
world. The wines listed below are mostly not mevushal and should be handled accordingly. 
 

Country      
of origin   Vitner                                       Variety     Price  
 
 France    Chateau Moulin Roche Bordeaux      $60.00 
                          Produced from the same terrior as 

Chateaux Leovelle Roche with same 
elegance 

              Chateneaneuf du Pape Rhone The standard for Rhone Valley  $70.00 

Wines. Rich in fruit Superb nose. Elegant 

on the palate 

                   Chateau Rollan De Buy Bordeaux-well balanced can be drunk $62.00 

                                                                                               now or laid down for aging                                                  

 Israel       Matar    Cumulus  Has a   soft texture and hint $39.00 

                                               of  light spice. 

                     Domaine Du Castel  Blanc du Castel-rated 90 by wine  $49.00 
enthusiast 

                Petit Castel-excellent dry red  $49.00 

                 Recanati      Reserve Cabernet-full bodied wine  $27.00 

                 Segal's    Unfiltered Cabernet-big bold wine  $70.00 

                 Teperberg   Esssnce Cabernet-rich,heavy body $34.00 
with outstanding ripe fruit flavor 

                 Tishbi    Cabernet Franc-Estate reserve  $35.00 
                  Yarden    Leading Israeli producer-all wines Mid to 

are fine quality. Recommend Cab, Merlot & upper 
Pinot Noir     twenties 

 Italy         Signe    Brunello-heavy tannins. 2005 vintage can $47.00 
be drunk now or laid down for add'tl aging 

Spain         Capcanes   Peraj Ha'abib-blend of Cabernet,  $54.00 

Grenache and Carrigan grapes. Powerful 
fruit flavor    

 
                                                                               . 
    

The kosher wine industry has proliferated over the last two decades, thus making it impossible to provide a 

complete list for  selection. Indeed new wines, from around the world continue to appear on the scene. If you 

have a particular favorite that you do not see listed please inquire. More than likely we can get it for you.  


